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By Amaru, Bhartrihari, Bilhana, Greg Bailey, Richard F. Gombrich

New York University Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Love Lyrics: Amaru,
Bhartrihari, and Bilhana, Amaru, Bhartrihari, Bilhana, Greg Bailey, Richard F. Gombrich, 'Now an
ambitious new publishing project, "The Clay Sanskrit Library" brings together leading Sanskrit
translators and scholars of Indology from around the world to celebrate in translating the beauty
and range of classical Sanskrit literature.Published as smart green hardbacks that are small
enough to fit into a jeans pocket, the volumes are meant to satisfy both the scholar and the lay
reader. Each volume has a transliteration of the original Sanskrit text on the left-hand page and an
English translation on the right, as also a helpful introduction and notes. Alongside definitive
translations of the great Indian epics - 30 or so volumes will be devoted to the Mahabharat itself -
"Clay Sanskrit Library" makes available to the English-speaking reader many other delights: The
earthy verse of Bhartrihari, the pungent satire of Jayanta Bhatta and the roving narratives of
Dandin, among others. All these writers belong properly not just to Indian literature, but to world
literature' - "LiveMint". '"The Clay Sanskrit Library" has recently set out to change the scene by
making available well-translated dual-language (English...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a
composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV

It in one of the best ebook. Yes, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an exceedingly straightforward way
in fact it is just following i finished reading through this book by which basically modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Ma yna r d K essler  PhD-- Mr . Ma yna r d K essler  PhD
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